Hebrew • Arabic
Farsi or English
in israel
Anytime! Anywhere! Any Age!
Affordable • Tailor made • Private classes
Lirom takes you out of the classroom and into the
markets, streets and scenes of Israel! Complete one-on-one
language immersion in Israel! Learn more today!

Interested in immersing yourself in one of the languages of the
Middle East, but don’t know where to start? Want to truly learn the
land and culture of the region? The Lirom Global Education Language
Immersion program is the perfect solution!
At Lirom we believe that to immerse yourself in a culture you need
to step out of the classroom and into the streets! Our dedicated
instructors will guide you and give you a feel of Israel beyond the
classroom doors. Classes can take place in the shuk (market), at
a supermarket, restaurant or even on the beach!

LANGUAGE IMMERSION
The unique Lirom Language Immersion method has been developed by leading
educational figures in Israel and uses one-on-one tailor made sessions to provide
students of all ages with a complete immersion experience.
Depending on the number of sessions you want and the duration of your immersion
program, our instructors will build a one of a kind cultural experience for you that
will give you a firsthand taste of the rich and beautiful region. Classes are created
to suit your needs – that means our teachers will meet you anywhere you want, at
the time that suits you for as long as you need!

Welcome! My name is Shlomo (Momo) Lifshitz and in 2012 I founded
the Lirom Language Center with the goal of providing students from
all over the world the chance to study Hebrew, Arabic, Farsi or English
while in Israel. My dream is to bring students – both young and old –
from all over the world – to discover and explore Israel.
My 28 years of experience in the field of educational tourism to Israel have instilled
within me a desire to help students of all ages discover Israel and explore the
beauty of this country with their eyes, ears, noses and hands.
Shlomo (Momo) Lifshitz, CEO Lirom Global Education

For more information about Lirom, go to: www.universityinisrael.com

HEBREW
Think you’ll learn Hebrew sitting in a classroom all day long? Think again! Israel
is the only place in the world where Hebrew is the official language. So get out
of the classroom and explore the streets with your instructor in our one-on-one
Hebrew Immersion program! Each day will bring new experiences, explorations and
adventure! Come study the oldest language still in daily use in the world today!
Why study Hebrew? Whether you are interested in the Biblical language of the Old
Testament or want to spruce up your slang because you’re into Start-Ups (and Israel
has more per capita than anywhere else), there is no better place to learn Hebrew
than Israel!

Arabic
With over 20% of the world’s population speaking Arabic, it’s no wonder Arabic
language instruction is on the rise. Israel is the only western democracy in the
world where Arabic is the second official language – that means you can study
one of the most sought after languages in the world in a nurturing and welcoming
western environment. Our instructors are all experienced Arabic speakers and strive
to provide our students with a true taste of the Arabic language – that means
strolling the streets, visiting the local shuk (market) and even exploring Arabicspeaking communities!

Farsi (Persian)
Did you know that Israel is the only democratic country in the world that teaches
Farsi like it’s taught in Iran? The highly qualified native Farsi-speaking instructors
at the Lirom Language Immersion center will give you an in-depth understanding
of the Farsi language and history and will provide you with the unique opportunity
to engage, discuss and explore Persian communities in Israel. Whether you are
interested in a career in homeland security or have a desire to understand the
ancient culture of the Persian Empire we will give you the chance to study it.

English
Visiting Israel and want to improve your English? You’re in luck! Israel has
a blossoming Anglo-speaking community where students can experience, learn and
internalize the language beyond the classroom. With Israel being a melting pot
for all cultures, we’re guaranteed to find an instructor that will teach you the
language, culture and nuances of the English speaking country of your choice! With
private instruction at times and places that suit you – studying English has never
been easier!

Lirom Global Education
87 Weizman St., Kfar Saba, Israel 4436401
info @ u n i v e r s i t y i n i s r a e l . c o m
From US and Canada: 718-838-3533
Global Number: +972-9-766-6222
facebook.com/liromlanguagecenter
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